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Williams, Schneider Chosen To Head News and Key
Marion And Hachtel Take Over
Business Managers' Positions

Publication Heads

Eyas Winners Revealed As
First Number Is Sold Cut

Nelson Williams, junior from Cygnet, was named editor
of the 1046-47 Bee Gee News and Jane Schneider, junior from
Cuyahoga Kails, was selected editor of the 1947 Key by the
Board of Publications last Friday afternoon. Business managers chosen for the publications are Virginia Marion, for the
News, and Mama Hachtel, for the Key.

Within five hours of going on sale Tuesday morning, the
entire printing of Eyas was exhausted. Demand for the student literary magazine exceeded the estimated sales of 700
copies expected by the staff. Due to several other jobs in
the print shop and also to the fact that the page forms had
already been torn down; it was impossible to run a second
printing of the first issue.
Winners of the Eyas awards
wore revealed yesterday when the
first issue of the student literary
magazine went on sale.
Eleven
entries in poetry, in addition to
three each in essay and fiction,
were included. One essay ran to
approximately 3000 words, while
another essay and a fiction item
were about half that length, so in
all the magazine totaled 28 pages.
Awards Lilted
First place awards went to Weldon Sheerer in essay for "Pattern
in Black and White'" to Frank
COBS in fiction for "Obituary." to
Ray Shellhammer in photography
for "Cambridge Street Scene,"
and to Bernice Ncce in poetry for
"Maelstrom."
Second place in fiction also went
to Bernice Nece for "Fragment of
an Epilogue." Anotherdual
award went to Jacqueline Greenhill who won both second place
and honorable mention in poetry
for "To Anyone Who Has Ever
Loved Anything" and "Disciple."
Two poetry honorable mentions
for "Armory" and "Sonnet" went
to William Yoakam, who also won
the contest for naming the magazine.
Second and third place in essay
■went respectively to Jean Curtis
for "Izzy, Friend from the Orient"
and to Blanche Spangler for an
impressionistic piece entitled
"Rails."
Third place in fiction
went to Joseph Seeley for "Prelude to Mission X" and in poetry
to Shirley Lehman for "Augury."
Second and third place entries
in photography were not included
in the magazine because it was
not possible to lithograph them
successfully. These awards went
to Barry Menagh for "Earth
Touching Heaven" and to Lou
Kaplan for "Castle in Germany."
Other llrmi
Four poems by Grayce Scholt,
art editor who also designed the
Eyas cover, were included but did
not compete for the awards.
Honorable mention in essay and
fiction were awarded respectively
to Catherine Friend for "The Best
for the Least" and to Mafalda
Casini for "Night in the Emergency Operating Room."
Due to
length these items were not printed.
An editorial "Forward" ex-

Hazing Rules Revived
As Campus Tradition
Ten rules for, freshman hazing,
including beanies and ribbons, were
adopted unanimously Monday evening by Student Council.
Such traditions as freshmen using the side entrances to the Ad
Building, singing the alma mater
upon regucst, earring books and
tying shoes for uppercassmen are
a few of the rules which will be
enforced.
Violators of hazing rules will be
subjected to the "tender mercies"
of upperclassmen who will interpret that phase to suit themselves.
Hazing period will extend from
the date of enrollment to Homecoming, and will close with a tug of
war between the upperclassmen
and the freshmen.

Band Will Appear
In Concert June 4

plained that Eyas was intended to
answer the "neerly self-evident"
need for a student literary magazine.
It pointed to the special
literary section of the lfl'45 Key
as a partial attempt to meet this
demand and mentioned that three
contributors to the Key also
worked on Eyas. Such a parallel
also held good for the Bee Gee
News.
The editorial underlined
tV appearance of other writers
and of much literary material
which could be published only in
a regular magazine such as Eyas,
Staff Member!
Editors of Eyns are Dora Terhizan. editor-in-chief; Grayce
Scholt, art editor: Nelson Williams,
essay editor; Glenna Smith, fiction editor; and Dorothy Tucker,
poetry editor. Rachel Saul i- husiness manager and GoraMa Snyder
is publicity manager.
Dr. Kea
McCain, professor of English, is
faculty advisor to Eyas.
Eyas was printel in the University print shop by John Barbel-, graphic arts assistant, aided
by Paof D. J. Crowley and Nelson
Williams, essay editor, who set
titles and by-lines and made up
pages for the press. The magazine is the largest job to have
been handled by the University
print shop so far.

Vet Organization
Drafts Constitution
A constitution for the organization of World War II veterans who
arc students is being drafted by a
committee of reprcsenitives from
the huts, trailers, men's gymnasium, state highway garage, and
town.
Fred Fay, chairman of a meeting
of 126 veterans which was held
Wednesday night in the Recreation
Hall, appointed the committee. He
and two other vets, Wiliam Delventhal and Frank Ettinger, are leaders of the group.
At the meeting Dr. Emerson
Shuch, army veteran who is an
English professor, gave the tormal endorsement of the faculty to an
organization of veterans. Kenneth
H. McFall, dean of freshmen, told
of the history of the program for
veterans at the University.
No purpose for organization
other than a social one was set
forth by the group.
Enrolment figures show that
there are 676 veterans in school.

Muse Edits May Issue
Of Business Quarterly
Prof. Paul F. Muse, assistant
professor of business education,
edited the May issue of the National Business Education Quarterly.
He also contributed an
article, "Research in Business Education," to the issue.

The University band will give
its annual concert in the PA Auditorium. June 4. B:1S p.m. Admission will be free.
Arthur C, Zuelz.ke, conductor,
announced the program as follows :
"Bombatto
O. R. Farrar

Paul Fauchel

"I,
Persian
Mi rkrt"

Editors and businast managers chosen by the Board of Publicationa
for the 1946-47 Newt and Key are: top row, Marcia Hachtel, Key bus.
nni manager; Jane Schneider, Key editor. Bottom row, left, Nelson
Williams, News editor, and Virginia Marion, Newt business manager.

Final Two Hour Examinations
Set For Week Of June 17-20
Two hour examinations at the end of the present semester
are scheduled from Monday, .June 17, through Thursday, June
20. Kxaminations will be held in the rooms where the classes
regularly meet.
Time of the examinations is determined by the first class
period in the week. For example, a class which first meets
Monday at K will have its examination hour from K to 9:50 on
Monday, June 17.
Classes not
provided for in the schedule listed
below should be arranged for by
Seniors will not be required
to take final examinations, Pres.
F. J. Prout announced yester*
day. This is in accordance with
the plan followed before the
V-S and V-12 programs were in
effect at Bowling Green.
the instructor and reported to the
Registrar's office.
Classes which finst meet on
Monday will follow this schedule:
Time of
Class
Time
Meeting
June
8- 9:50
8
17
9
8- 9:50
19
10-11:50
10
17
10-11:50
19
11
1- 2:50
17
1
1- 2:50
19
2
34:50
17
3
34:50
19
4
('lasses which meet first on
Tuesday will follow this schedule:

New Class Presidents

—

Time of
(hiss
Meeting
X
9

in
11
1
2
3
1

\
June
IK
20
18
20
18
20
18
20

Time
8- 9:50
8- 9:50
10-11:50
10-11 :!>0
1- 2:50
1- 2:50
.1- 4:50
3- 4:50

AAUP Elects Officers
Officers of the Bowling Green
American Association of University Professors have been elected
for 1946-47. They are Miss Laura
Heston, president; Dr. D. W. Bowman, vice-president; Mrs. Anna
Gyrting, secretary; Miss Myrtle
Jensen, treasure.

All sophomores who plan to attend the sophomore picnic, June 9,
are requested to sign up on the
papers posted on the south bulletin
board in the Well by Friday The
picnic is tentatively scheduled for
the city park and sophomores are
being asked to sign up in advance
to facilitate ordering of food.

Sorry!
Class officers for 1946-1947 elected in Friday's class election, are
Dick Harig, left, senior, Cordon Ward, junior, and Dave Wais, sophomore. This is the first year since 1942 that officers have been chosen in
the spriaf for the following fall term. The practice was discontinued
during; the war. since students' returning to school was indefinite.
Freshsaan officers will bo elected at the beginning of the fall term.

Albert Kelelbey
solo by Edwin Knepper
"Bride of the
Waves"
Herbert L. Clark
"The Way You
Look Tonight" Jerome Kern
"March for
American,"
Terde Grofe
"La Feria"
P. Laconie
"Porgy
end Best" George Ger.hwin
"Star, and Stripe*
Forever" John Phillip Souse
Mr. Zuel/ke expressed his wish
for more of the returning servicemen who have played in service
li.imls to join the .school group
next fsll for the football games
here and on trips to other colleges.
Band officers lire I.ee Bnldnuf,
president; Dorothy Ashbrook, secretary; Mary Kny Hruby, treasurer.

School Closes Thursday
For One-Day Recess
Memorial Day Services will he
held tomorrow at Rowling Green
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Veterans
will participate in the parade honoring those who were killed in action.
Classes will be suspended all day
Thursday. The Library will close
today at 6 p.m. and re-open Friday
at 8 a.m. Reserve hooks may be
charged out for over the holiday
any time after 2 p.m. today and
will be due at 9 a.m. Friday.

One Act Plays Scheduled
For Auditorium June 12
Three one act plays, "Nancy
Hanks, B o n d w o m a n," "Still
Stands the House," and "Down
to the Sea," are to he presented
June 12 in the Auditorium at 8:15.
Admission is by Activity cards.

in sociology.
Williams will takf over the
editorship of the News for the
three remaining issues of the semester, while the present editor
will act in an advisory capacity.
Board Takes Up Eyas
At Friday's meeting the Board
of Publications approved circulation of the first issue of Kyas and
considered approval of the magazine's constitution. The constitution will be returned to the Kyas
staff with recommedutions for revision before approval by the Publications Board.

Rodgers Selected
Head of Trustees
E. T. Rodgers, Tiffin newspaper
publisher, becume president of the
Bowling Green State University
Board of Trustees in an election
Saturday, May 25, Dr. Frank J.
Prout announceil last week. Other
trustees elected to office Saturday
were Carl Schwyn, Cygnet, vicepresident; Alva Bachman, Bowling
Green, secretary; Minor Kershner, Liberty Center, treasurer.
Dr. Clyde Hissong, dean of the
College of Education on leave of
absence to serve as State Director
of Kducation, is an ex-offlcio member of the board of trustees. Two
vacancies remain open on the
board of trustees. The five trustees are appointed by the governor
of Ohio, one each year, for terms
of five years.

Trustee Head

These plays arc being done as
a project by the directing class
anil the three directors are Janice
Smith, Pat Underhill, and John
Keown. Ken Keagle is in charge
of the technical work.

Harig, Ward, Weis Win Class
Presidential Elections Friday
Three men, who were elected Friday, May 24, will head
the upperclass officers for next year. Dick Harig from Akron
was elected senior president; Gordon Ward from Amherst,
who served this year as the sophomore president, was reelected as president of next year's junior class; and David
Weis from Liberty Center was elected as the next sophomore
president. Freshman elec t i o n s
will be held in the fall.

Memo to Sophomores:

The News of May 22 erroneously
reported in the caption under the
May Day picture that the Coronation Hop was sponsored by Sigma
Jtho Tau. The dance was sponsored by the Freshman SocialSub-Committee.

March"
"Symphony
B Flat"

Williams has been an assistant
issue aditor of the News this year,
a reporter am! columnist for the
two previous years, and will edit
the summer News. He is majority?
in history and minoring in economics.
Virginia Mnrion, new
business manager, has been circulation manager during the second
semester, after serving on the circulation staff for the first semester. She is a social studies major
in the College of Education.
Jane Schneider is business manager of the 1946 Key, and last
year was Key advertising manager. Mama Hachtel has been advertising manager of the present
Key and for the las', two previous
years has been a member of the
advertising staff. She is majoring

Preferential Ballot Favored
A consistent return of two to
one in favor of the preferential
ballot, used for the first time this
year, was recorded for each class.
In all, 267 voted in favor, 122
against, and 41 ballots left the
question blank. Thus a total of
430 ballots were cast; so about a
third of the upperclassmen voted.
Every election except the senior
and junior presidential contests
had to be carried out to final elimination of all but two candidates
in order to obtain a majority for
the victor. Several upsets occurred in which favorites on early
counts were defeated by further
balloting. In the last count, four
winners emerged who had been
runners-up on the first ballot and
one victor came out on top from
a tie for third place.

Final Results
Final results of the election follow, including the number of votes
received by each winning candidate and the runners-up.
Senior class ('47): president,
Dick Harig 72, Don Sutler 36;
vice-president Bill Zorbach 57,
Gloria Speers 48; secretary, Ed
Lesniak 44, Onnalee McGillvary
36; treasurer, Dorothy Mains 47,
Dick Beck 36.
Junior class ('48): president,
Gordon Ward 79, Jack Lee 32;
vico-presidont. Bill Zimmerman
62, Janet Percy 48; secretary,
Bette Throne 60, Donna Grafton
61; treasurer, Betty J. Reese 55,
Howard Martin 46.
Sophomore class ('49): president, David Weis 83, James Dunn
56; vice-president, Marion Banning 55, Peggy Kitchens 41; secretary, Jeanne Kennard 67, Dorothy Ziegler 66; treasurer, Jerry
Martin 68, Evadna Culler 60.

E. T. Rodgers, Tiffin, was elected
president of the University Board
of Trustees Saturday. He is filling
the vacancy left by E. E. Corioll
who died in March.

Mrs. Thomas Resigns
As Registrar's Secretary
After nine years of service,
Dorothy Secor Thomas is resigning as secretary to the Registrar
as of June 1, 1946. Mrs. Thomas
started her work at Bowling Green
University in September, 1937.
"She is the wheel," said J. W.
Bunn, Registrar, as he expressed
his regrets on her leaving.
Mrs. Thomas's husband, Gene,
is intramural director at the University. He has accepted a position
in the YMCA at Parkersburg, West
Virginia, and will assume duties
there July 1.
Underclass women students who
do not .plan to return next year to
the University are asked to call at
the office of the Dean of Women
to bring their activity records up
to date.

BEE GEE NEWS
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Kaull Signs '30'
Dear Nelson,
It's lime to jol down some random thoughts
while I clean out the desk drawers and make
way (or the editor of 1946-1947. There are two
things at least I can leave you—clean desk
drawers and a partially trained reporting staff.
Now that the men have returned after three years
of woman editors, it won't be necessory to keep
a supply of lipstick handy.
As to the reporters, .cherish them lovingly
before they are whisked away by other organizations or departments. I feel almost maternal
towards them—it was a struggle to teach them
which office is which, that names should be
spelled according to the Student Directory, to
develop a telephone smile, and not to call the
News the "Bee Gee." They have also mastered
a few elements ol simple sentence structure—oh,
so simple—a slight knowledge of punctuation—
and if they haven't learned the News style sheet
by this time, God help them through life they'll
need It.
A few things about the office you will find
interesting: The typing stand was built for women
and with no regard for long-legged male editors.
The swivel chair swivels violently and often
unexpectedly. That stack of old papers in the
sports corner is your own little problem; maybe
you can Inveigle some unsuspecting reporter
who needs 20 more hours for credit into disposing
of them for you I've tried all year. You'll have
to sleep late mornings; English classes meet in
the next-door classroom Irom eight o'clock on
and are not to be disturbed by typing -probably
next year, If current rumors are true, you'll find
yourself crowded right out of the newsroom.
There are some staff heads you'll miss. Lois
Ferris is graduating—mores the pity. She's
taking an uncanny nose for news and the ability
to get that news down on paper with her. lune
Widner is not returning to school, which means
you'll be minus one of the most enthusiastic
and untiring workers on the staff. Bobbie Simpson, assistant issue editor, and Bob Smith, sports
editor, both sophomores, are your up-and coming staff heads. Hang on to them they've got
what it takes.
Business management Is one phase of the
paper you won't have to worry about. For the
last two years John Barber has done excellent
work as business manager, as have Rejean
Hahn and Luceal Foley as first and second semester advertising managers this year. Ginny
Marion as circulation manager has handled the
complaint department with admirable savoir
faire. With Ginny as business manager next
year you can be sure the books will balance.
To turn to the problems that will arise, there
are several things you will need to know in
solving them. Remember, first, that this sheet is
not your personal property, although the decisions of what news will be printed and what
editorial policies will be followed are yours.
In making these decisions you cannot follow
your personal likes and dislikes you will have
to remember that each department, club, or
fraternity on campus has a tendency to consider
its activities as important as any other phase of
campus life.
That a professor speaks to a high school group
or a woman's club on a topic so close to his
heart he wants the whole campus to rejoice with
him may cause him to use two sheets of typing
paper single-spaced to let you know about It,
plus any number of telephone calls. Don't discard it—it is a news item, it Is Interesting to some
readers, and it can be reduced to a squib for
column filler.
That a sorority is having what will undoubtedly be the best dance of the year and isn't
modest in wanting to know why the dance got
only four paragraphs may seem picayune. It
is. You'll have to explain that there are other
groups also interested In seeing their stories on
page four. Be patient, but firm. You may have
to resort to a look of "we'll see what we can do
about it" to get rid of them on Friday afternoon
and then feel like a heel when they call again
on Wednesday with a threatening look in their
ordinarily placid eyes. Above all, when considering news values think of the story as being
read by the entire campus (of course it isn't)
and ask yourself how many people will bo
affected by It.
As to editorial policies, that's up to you and
the Wednesday night policy board. There are
several matters you will undoubtedly consider.
Student government is one—it seems that there
isn't any, and the more mature students would
like to be more responsible for themselves in
matters of discipline and break away from the
fatherly "what did your mother and father send
you here for?".
You may be able to get across the idea that
assemblies are nice, but that it's rather silly to
disrupt classes for them when the majority of
students prefer to have their morning uninterrupted and the faculty Is of the same opinion. *
If nothing else will bring results, organized
picketing might even be tried.
Something else that's food for thought is the
lack of respect among students for feeble pedagogy; they prefer professors who have something to offer in the way of mental stimulation.
In fact, they often sit up and listen and are not
at all resentful when they are told by such professors. "The university was meant to be centered around the library and the laboratory,
not around the stadium and the sorority house."
It may be possible that the students' need for
professors of high standards can be made clear.
I can't tell you what to do about it, and evidently
no one can tell the people who could do something about it.
So, Nelson, take it away! I hope it won't
embarrass you too much if I say that your editorship will be one of the best things that has
happened to this campus in a long time. Good
luck I
Sincerely,
"Chief"
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review of eyas . . .

'Eyas Has Potentialities As
Vital Campus Force'—Allen

palette and pen

Workshop Players' 'Nunnery'
A Weak Production - - Critic

"Campus Beautiful" might
easily be the motto of Ernest Murray's maintenance crew as they go
about their routine of spring
houseeleaning. The hallway between the Science and Administration Buildings ns well as the doorways to various campus buildings
have been painted and plans are
being made for other paint jobs.
Mr. Murray's staff will be enlarged throughout the summer
months so that more campus eyesores will receive new lives.

Office Gets New Glass
A frame of glass blocks has replaced the faculty mailboxes in
front of the business office. Since
the new mail system has been in
elTect. the boxes were no longer
needed.

Newman Club Picnic
A picnic for the Newman Club
members will be held Sunday, June
2,1946, from 3 to 10 p.m. Students
will meet in the Well at 3 and then
go to the City Park, where they will
eat at 6. After supper there will
be a dance in the St. Aloysius Hall.

Stage Party is May 31
Theta Alpha Phi will sponsor an
all atnge party Friday, May 31,
for all who have ncted in or have
done technical work for productions presented this year in the
University theatre.

Beta Pi Theta Will Meet
Beta Pi TheU will meet Wednesday at 8 p.m. to elect officers
for next year.

Quill Type Nominates
At the last meeting of Quill
Type, May 22, nominations were
made for next semester's officers.
The nominations will be voted on
at the next meeting June 5.

ers' production of Emmet Lavery's "Murder in a Nunnery."
A production of this sort is planned annually, chiefly for the
purpose of Rivinjr freshmen and new students experience behind the footlights. Thus it becomes an extremely difficult
show to judge, for an entirely different set of standards must
be applied.
Even making due allowance for
the relative inexperience of the
actors, the production, judged on
the whole, was weak. Certainly
it must be pointed out that the
selection of play was hardly a happy one.
In the first place, the
particular play chosen is poorly
written. While the situation could
hardly be called overworked, all
the well-worn tricks from screams
in the dark to international intrigue, were employed. The play
suffers from being talky, and the
plot from being both obvious and
dull. In the second place, short of
the sophisticated comedy of Coward or Wilde, few plays are more
difficult to do well than mystery.
Each characterization must balance almost perfectly, or the resulting loss of meaning becomes
much more evident, and the playwright's story much less convincing.
Acting it Adequate
As far as the acting is concerned,
the best that can be said is that
it was adequate.
Richard Ohlemacher turned in one of the better performances. His characterization was good, at times quite
subtle. Although he was at times
guilty of artificial gestures, his
stage presence was good, and his
voice eminently well-adapted to
the role.
Ronnie Kern, as the police sergeant, did a commendable job.
He was one of the very few members of the cast who could be
heard without difficulty, he played
with an energy that succeeded in
keeping the show from being completely boring, and he uncovered
some of the best scene-stealing
technique I've seen in a long long
time.
While such dramatic larceny is generally to be condemned,
in this case it was quite refreshing. I found myself—and I think
it a feeling shared by a majority
of the audience—waiting almost
impatiently for him to appear
again. He remains, for my vote,
one of the funniest men on this or

Zorro

by Louis* Duff.y

The annual exhibit of the art department, which opened with a tea
Monday afternoon, is an unusually
by Dr. C.T W. Alien
fine one. On display are paintings
Dr. Gay W. Allen, profettor of English, is the author of three in both watetcolour and oils
hooks of literary significance—"American Prosody" (1936), "Literary as well as crafts, modeling and
Criticism" (1941), and "Walt Whitman Handbook" (1945).
weaving.
Many cxcellant pieces of weaving
The appearance of the spring issue of Eyas, the first
number of this student literary magazine, might well prove arc shown. Particularily interestin the long run to be one of the most important events of the ing is a scarf banded with maroon
year in student activities at Bowling Green.
and dark green made by Patsy
At first the benefits may scarcely extend beyond the limit- Hoffman. Also displayed were two
ed circle actually engaged in this project. Only those who excellent creations by PMna Ching;
have planned, written, and Anally
For a campus on which practice a shell pink and grey scarf with an
published such a student magazine
in poetic art hn.s not hitherto
interwoven design and a fragile
ran realize the pleasure, the stim- been encouraged, so far as I am
evening purse woven from fine
ulation, and the heightened sense aware, either by curriculum -fir
thrcacs in light blue and co-al pink.
of literary values that this activity activity on the part of the faculty,
An unusual treatment was noted
can produce. But 1 predict that the poems -in this number are
in Anliabelle Ching's landscape. A
if the editors and business manamuch better than I would have winding roadway, patterned tres,
gers continue to work as conscien- expected.
In fact, I think they and a streaked sky completed her
tiously as they evidently have on
are better than the prose. The composition. Also worthy of menthe first issue, the magazine will
forms range from free verse to tion is a still life by Doreen Stouffgrow in prestige and influence sonnets by Ellen Oovley and Wiler, a grouping of fruit and a gass.
until it will become a vitalizing
liamh Yoakam, and several neat The sketch, in pastello, shows a
force in the life of the University.
lyrics by (irayce Scholt, Shirley definate feeling for texture and
In looking over the spring numLehman, and Jaqueline (irecnhill.
form.
ber of Era* I am impressed first The diction is infelicitous in spots,
A fine display of sculpture is
of all by the seriousness of the
but these younK poets show promalso on exhibition.
Outstanding
students who wrote and edited it.
ise, Grayce Scholt especially. The
is a model of a aeated gill holding
two impressionistic prose pieces
The writers avoid flippancy and
a cat, and one of an adult '.ml a
sentimentality. Perhaps they do are too consciously "arty," but inchild. Both show a fine sense of
moralize too much, but even this dicate an encouraging interest in
form and massiveness. Humor is
trait proves their deep seriousphrasing.
found in the third selection which
ness. I emphasize the seriousness
I congratulate the editorial staff
is refered to as the "Lost Weekbecause I think it will lead to im- ofEyai on their boldness and iniend," All three pieces wre modelprovement and growth.
tiative in starting this magazine
ed by Lois Harmer.
The subjects are confined to ex- and recommend it to the students
As a class project, members of
periences close to the times in
of Bowling Green us an activity
which we live, such as the account eminently worthy of their sup- the elementary education classes
illustrated selections from Robert
port.
of a bombing mission by Joseph
Louis Stevenson's "A Child's GarSeeley; two essays on racial tolerden of Verse" in bookform. Other
ance, by Jean Curtis and Weldon
Spring Issue of Alumni
interesting projects undertaken by
Sheerer; and
"Maelstrom," a
Magazine Expected Soon this group consist of metal work,
poem by Bernice Nece on the
leather weaving, jewlry, book bindforces of destruction at work in
The spring issue of the Alumni
ings, painted wooden plates and
our age. Even the excellent, and
Magazine is expected to come
paper mache masks.
well-printed, photograph by Ray from the printers and be distriOil paintings by Anna B. Gyrtbuted this week.
Shellhammcr of a street scene in
ing, assistant professor of matheIncluded in this issue will he a
Cambridge, England, helps to emmatics, are also attracting much
phasize the broadening experiences feature storv about two alumni
attention due to the simple compowhich the war years have brought who are teaching at a Japanese reto our campus.
location center in Arizona, a HO sition and unusual colour combinayears' review of basketball at tions.
Miss Catherine Grossman and
Green State University,
Radio Program Thursday aBowling
Miss Cornelia Menges of the art
message from President F. .1.
Prout, and a feature on the instal- department are the two faculty
Includes Poetry, Music
memners responsible for the excellation of the local Alpha Epallon
lant salon this year.
While many campus residents sorority into Kappa Delta.
are enjoying a brief respite from
studies tomorrow, the radio players will continue to produce programs as usual. Tomorrow's show
is a composite of poetry and
music. Under the direction of Pat
Unwell, the program will be related to Memorial Day.
by Larry Kuhl
The program may be heard over
Friday, May 24, saw the opening; of the Workshop PlayWKIN, Kindlay, at (i::i0 p.m.

Maintenance Crew Gives
Campus Spring Cleaning

The Mark of

any stage.
Jeanne Kennard, as Inez Escapado, did a reasonably effective
job in creating the role of the explosive and effervescent daughter
of a Spanish revolutionary.
Whether it was a result of the accent, or because of poor natural
articulation I do not know; but she
was hard to understand.
Powell in Beit Bit Part
Byron Powell, though he had
only one line, read it with just
enough boredom to convince me
that he had been reading benedictions for the thousands of times
his role would indicate. It was far
and away the best bit part of the
show.
Bill Sherman as the Baron, and
Anita Colussi, Jean Scholz, Alice
Boggs, and Mary Buchanan as
Mothers, were reasonably convincing. Sherman was hard to understand, and I felt the four girls
lacked the serenity and repose required by their roles.
Mary Beth Jensen, as the Reverend Mother, failed, I thought, in
her interpretation. The role is
obviously meant to be the dominating factor of the play. Miss
Jensen, however, did not dominate, nor did she convince. Her
Reverend Mother was much too
"club-womanish," and her beforethe-curtain speeches sounded remarkably like Eleanor Roosevelt
addressing an assembly at Vassar.
Direction Spotty
Much of the inherent weakness
of the production can be laid at
the door of spotty direction. The
opening scene of the play was
quite well done, but after that
there was little if any evidence of
carefully planned movement, of
calculated peaks in intensity, and
the almost total lack of any pace
worthy of the name left the audience thoroughly bored and utterly
convinced that they were sitting
through the longest play in history.

Dave, Skip, and Dick
Are Bee Gee's pick.
WATER UNDER THE BRIDGE:
Martha Run and Kan Ochs—pinned
Bill Heady
of the R«oty-Tool. bubbling over with nawi of his
brand new nieca . . . recant engagement—Jane
Anderson and Jack Waterhouse . . . Gini Marion per■uading Dick Allen that tha 15th wai more powerful
than the 8th, .. Doyle Smith, of the 15th, look, on
. . . Howard Martin warbling "Temptation" at Kohl
Hall's Sunday dinner—as the girl, iwoon . . . bright
•pot of tha week—Jayne Dudley's happy smile—as
bright as the big diamond on her finger, just received
from Clare Mann, II V-12 . . . tha PiKa's serenading
Marilyn Dempsey in honor of her pinning to Bob
Bradbak . . .

POME
There was an old sculptor named Phidias
Whose knowledge of art was invidious
He carved Aphrodite
Without any nightie—
Which startled the purely fastidious.

SUCK CHICK OF THE WEEK:
Edie Doerr walking on tha campus Thursday—in
a gray checked suit and bright yellow ballet •Uppers
. . . with tha lyrical loveliness of a Cole Porter
melody . . .

MAGNA CUM LAUDE:
The Sadie Hawkin's dance of Alpha Tau Omega
. . . everyone let her hair down (or put it up) and
relaxed, for a change . . . super costumes by Gerry
Snyder and Kim Griggs . . . terrific hog-calling exhibition by Edie Jones . . . fine contest judging by Dr.
Cooke . . . beautiful vegetable corsages made by all
the Daisy Mayonaisses for their Li'l Abnormals . . .
the affair started out quite calmly, but got wilder as
the evening progressed . . .
The fine two-piano recital by Olga Sonkoly and
Bob Ferrell—magnificent interpretation of Milhaud's
"Scaramouche"—and then bringing down the house
with Gershwin's original version of the "Rhapsody in
Blue" . . .
Chi Sigma's Derby Day on Saturday afternoon
. . . Gamma Phi and ATO taking first honors in their
respective divisions . . . and Ronnie Kern catching
the greased pig and speaking over the microphone,
"The hawg felt just like my girl friend" . . . the
whole event showed good work by the youngest
fraternity . . .

POME
Old brown mule
Laiy and sick—
Boy with a pin
On the end of a stick.
Boy jabbed mule,
Mule gare lurch—
Services Monday
In the M. E. Church.

BALL AND CHAIN:
Liz Roulet came to the Dogpatch Dip with her date
tied on the end of a 20 foot rope . . . she spent part
of the evening holding the other end outside the
little boys' room . . . where angels fear to tread.
Streamlined Mother Goose
Jack be nimble
Jack be quick
Jack jumped over a candlestick . . .
Jack made the track team I
MORE WATER UNDER:
Billie Stone pinned to Bob Crowell . . . news
from Seattle, Wash., that tells of the marriage of
two ex-Bee Gees—Posy Parquette and Dave Kroft—Dave edited the News in 1U42-43 . . . Sid Freeman
of V-12's "Pitchin' Blue" last year—visiting the
campus and Emjay Lloyd again . . . Dick Price's
British wife is on the high seas enroute to the U. S.
. . . Johnny Keown is tearing his hair in anguish
memorizing his long soliloquies in "Noah," which
promises to be a worthy successor to the "Shrew."

CONFLAGRATION:
A short circuit in the refrigerator caused a furore
in the D. G. house Sunday afternoon . . . Pug Kaull
called the plumber (smoke was coming out of the
heating pipes I tell ya—Ed.) who >aid, "Looks like
a job for the fire department" . . . 'Joann Simmons
called the fire department, requesting "Please don't
blow the siren" . . . "Sorry, lady, I got too," came
the reply as the horn boomed out . . . meanwhile
Mrs. Smith and Jody slept soundly as the girls debated over Prof. Smith's note which read "Don't,
wake them, regardless" . . . Donna Jean Tuttle and
Clete Sweigard followed the fire trucks from down
town to find Tut's house on fire . . . and Pat Underbill stole the show running upstairs and emerging
with her precious NYLONS ... no damage done
except burned out wiring on the refrigerator
motor . ■.
PARTING SHOT:
Sometime* a pinch of salt can be improved by
dropping it into a glass of boor . . .
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Sport Scribbles

Two Rounds Left
In Softball Play

PAGE •

Record Breaker

Cindermen Defeat Bishops;

b. Bob Basil*. Sport. EJit.r

A slight mixup seemed to
have occurred concerning the
Detroit U. track meet last
Friday. It all resulted in Bee
Gee's forfeiting nine points to
Detroit in the mile run event,
which never was run.
It is a usual custom to begin
the track meets here at 3:30 p.m.
on week days, with the field events
scheduled to be run off at that
lime.
Then, at 4 p.m., the running events get underway.
'Twas not the case Friday.

For

<*ome reason (I'm not sure anyone
knows) the first calls for entries
in the running; events were issued
at S:30, a half hour early.
The Falcon miler, Walt Terrell,
informed that the running events
got underway at 4 p.m., attended
his 3 o'clock class, arriving on the
track in his running togs shortly
after 4 (in plenty of time, had the
race been run at the proper time)
to find that Bee Gee had forfeited
the event to the visitors when no
local runner showed up at the
starting line.
The Detroit coach
turned in the names of three of
his runners (they may have been
stretcher bearers) and they were
chalked up with nine points in a
race that wasn't even run.
It did not affect the final tally
as Detroit won with a 14 point
margin.
At several times during
the meet, however, it looked as
though the outcome would hinge
around those nine points.
Let's
get together.
Little
incidents
such as these may cost the Falcons
a meet.
GRAF MANAGES CUB TEAM
The Chicago Cubs have moved
their baseball school for promising
young baseball players to Bowling
Green this year after operating
in Upper Sandusky last season.
Fred Graf has been appointed
manager of the school by the Cubs
and he will work under the supervision of Tony Lucadello, the Cub
scout in this area.
Several boys, who must be within the ages of 18 and 22 years
and out of high school, have
already arrived in camp and the
initial practice was conducted last
weekend.
In conducting the only baseball
school of it. kind, the Cub. plan
to UK it a. a model for an entire
■ yilem of .chool. if it turn, out
•ucce..ful again thi. year.

IM Softball Standings
FHATEaMITY

LEAGUE
Ttam
Won
SAE
3
ATO No I
2
ATO No. 2
1
Siama Nu
0
PiKA
.0
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tsam
Woo
Hut X
3
Pac-O-V.ts
2
"A Bomb.
I
Banq.r.
.0
NATIONAL LEAGUE
T.am
Won
Ha. Boon.
2
Tiger.
I
Rouge's Rogue.
0
Wolvet
0
Kilroy Kadets
0

Lost
0
I
I
2
2

Outstanding local condidate is
Denny Aeschliman, former Univcrsiyt baseball star. An outfielder, Denny played some very good
ball for Coach Steller here before
the war. '

Baseball Team
Still Unbeaten
Heidelberg, Findlay
Are Latest Victim*

Findlay resembled that of a football game, 24 to 6. as the locals
remained undefeated.
,
Clarence Espen made his first
starting appearance on the mound
for the local team against Heidelberg, but was relieved by Fred
Petrides in the seventh inning
after giving up three runs on
seven hits.
Petrides finished the
game and gave up two runs on one
hit.
During the seventh and
eighth frames he struck out five
opposing batters in order.
Holtcamp went all the way for
Heidelberg, giving up seven runs
on twelve hits.
The game was
featured
by
George
Raldwin's
homo run with one aboard in the
first inning.
Everyone Play.
The following night saw practically every player on Bowling
Green's roster participate in the
game with Findlay.
Scott Street started on the
mound for the Falcons, but was
driven out of the box in the fifth
inning when Findlay scored three
runs.
Petrides took over with
none out in the fifth and allowed
one run on two hits in the four innings he pitched.
Espen pitched
the final inning of the game and
set the opponents down in order.
Falcon. Homer
Leo Kubiak hit for the circuit
with none aboard in the first and
Bill Bunt slashed a home run with
one aboard in the fifth. The glory
went to Tom Inman, however, who
hit a grand slam homer (bases
loaded) during the eight-run uprising fashioned by the Falcons in
the eighth.

has been dropped from intramural
activity according to Gene Thomas,
director.
Monday night's National league
games find the Has Beena playing
the 'ligers. and Kilroy Kadets encountering Rogge's Rogues.
In the fraternity league last
week SAE pounded Sigma Nu 13
to 1 for its third straight victory.
ATO No. 1 upset ATO No. 2 6 to
1 to move into second pace in the
league standings.
Hut "K" walloped Pac-OVets 11
to fi for its third straight American league victory.
The "A"
Bombs won by a forfeit as the
Faculty team failed tn appear.
Table Tonni. Final.
The finalists in the all-college
table tennis tournament will compete for the championship this
week.
The scmi-finflls will he
played at the players' convenience
by Friday May II, and the finals
by Tuesday, June 4.
Ed Durivage, independent champion meets Clayton McDole of Sigma Nu and Bruce Thompson of
ATO encounters Doug Myers of
SAE

Seven Falcons Hitting
Over The .300 Mark
The Falcon's baseball team has
really showered base hits around
the diamond against the five opponents they have faced so far
this year. The hatting average of
the team reaches the astounding
average of ,866. Each player on
the starting roster has an average
of .300 or better, with the exception of one.
Here are the individual averages of those hitting over the .300
mark:
Plarer
AS
S H Pel
Momn. How
IS
7
8
-.3.1
Kubiak
20
12
9 .450
Knieiini
18
3
7 .388
Bohanna
8
4
3 .375
Baldwin
15
3
5
.333
Bum
18
4
8
.333
M.ntin. Har
21
4
7
333

On WednesJune 5th,
W A A

University
Cleaners
Eat at

Cunningham's
Restaurant
Open from
6 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Featuring

the

will

sponsor its annual
an."

"WakEvery

year WA A
ends its season
and I .ills farewell
to
the
seniors with a picnic held out in
the country.
Games and comic
relays are played and after eating, the awards for the year are
presented, after which the traditional torch procession takes place.
WAA president, Bonnie Sawyer, has named Bev Smith general
chairman.
Other committees are
invitations—Janet Banks, Winnie
Auble, Ruth Wehde, Barb Sarver,
and
Carlo
Page;
Food—Reva
Bailey,
Betty
Claypool,
Lucy
Stoneczeck, and Shirley Petkosk;
fire and arrangements—Dot Luedtke, Al Vietmeier, Dot Valerius,

Evening Dinners

Don Otten added two moil discu. track record, to hi. credit la.t
weak. At Ohio We.leyan he broke
the previous Salby Field record
and last Friday again.! Detroit U.
here he broke the previou. record
>et by Charlie Maag two week,
ago.
He u.o. only a half .pin
in.tead of the conventional full
turn in throwing the di.cu..

Netmen Set Back
By Oberlin, Down
Lawrence Tech.
The second setback nt tho hands
of the Oberlin Yeomen (i to 1 apd a
decisive
victory over Lawrence
Tech., of Detroit, 5 to 2, brings the
Falcon nctmon's record for the
season to two victories as against
two defeats.
Monroe Only Victor
Against Oberlin last Thursday,
May 23, Harding Monroe rnppeil
the only Falcon victory by taking
Tenney 6-3, 4-fl, 6-3.
Wolin of
Oberin took Scudder 6-2, 6-2; VanMeter defented Harms 6-0. 4-6, 6-2;
King downed Kuhl 6-2. 6-3; Byrd
won over Parker 6-4, 0-6, 6-1; and
Tenney* bowed to Monroe.
In the doubles against Oberlin
Wolin and King paired to take
Harms and Scudder 6-1, 6-4, and
VanMeter and
Byrd outplayed
Kuhl and Parker 6-3, 6-0.
In the match lost Saturday, May
26, against Tech., Harms lost to
Blossom 2-6, 6-4. 2-6. and then
teamed with Scudder in the doubles, only to lose to Blossom and
Bigelow 6-2, 4-6, 2-6 for the only
Bowling Green reverses of the
afternoon.
Win in Straight Set.
In the other singles matches
Scudder took Bigelow 6-4, 6-4;
Parker defeated Piotryowski 6-1,
6 1; Kuhl downed Sohultx 6-1. 6-1;
and Monroe defeated Dailey 6-3,
6-0.

Others from $2.95 up

Sandwiches
202 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

(Jack'i RMtaitrant
wider n»w
manaeemtnt)

ning performances in the hurdle
events as he scored firsts in both
for a total of 10 points to pace the
Falcons against Detroit.
Walt Terrel turned in his best

Glander Takes Coaching
Position At Oklahoma U
Joe Glander, head track coach,
resigned from the University physical education staff recently to accept a position as head swim coach
and

football trainer

nt

the

Uni-

versity of Oklahoma next year.
He

reports

at

Norman,

Okla-

homa, June 15, for tho opening of
football

practice.

The new posi-

tion offers him a considerable increase in sulary.
A graduate of Ohio University,
Glander came to Bowling Green in
September, 1940, after serving as a
trainer nt Sundusky High School.

Two Home Tilts
On Week's Sked
Only two home contests are on
the schedule for the spring athletic squads for the coming week.
Coach Warren K. Steller's baseball
nine entertains Wright Field here
next Tuesday, June 4, and Coach
Joe Gander's cinderman will play
host to Ohio U. here Saturday
afternoon, June 1.
Two more contests are on the
card for the baseball team. Thia
afternoon they will play at Wright
Field and Friday.May 31,they will
travel to Oberlin. Coach Emerson
Shucs's net team meets Otterbein
Friday afternoon and on Saturday
they move down to Delaware to play
Ohio Wesleyan.
Yesterday the
racketeers ployed Case in Cleveland.
Veaterday afternoon the baseball
team traveled to Delaware for a
game with the Ohio Wesleyan
Bishops. Staying overnight in Dayton, they were to remain there for
the Wright Field game this afternoon.
The Falcons were in quest of
their sixth and seventh victories
without a defeat on the present
trip. Coach Steller was still undecided upon the starting hurlcrs
when the team left.
Against Oberlin the baseballers
wil attempt to repeat their earier
13 to 3 win over the Yoeman.

While on the staff here he has
coached swimming, boxing, wrestling, cross country and track,
turning out some commendable
teams.
Tn July 1943 he was appointed
Lieut, (j.g.) in the U. S. Navy, being active in physical education instruction. After his discharge he
became a member of the Special
Service Division of the U. S. Army
in a civilian capacity, stationed in
Italy with the Central Sports
School. He returned to the University last fall.
During the past year he has been
assistant football and basketball at
the local high school.
He will move with Mrs. Glander
and his children, Joanne, David
and Judy, to Normun sometime in
August.

Utmbtr r*Ural
R«tt>rv» System

Bank of
Wood County
FKUTIU

Reva Bailey has announced that
16!l women have received full
credit for volleyball. In order to
receive credit they had to participate in two games a week for eight
weeks—which goes to prove that
the B. G. women are becoming
more sports minded every day.
Last Monday evening the Dance
Club ended the year with a hangup party. It is said that everyone
had a very good time, thanks to
some efficient committees.
Speaking of parties, the Community Rec cla*. i. planning a
picnic for Monday, June 3.
It
mu.t be hard to take to get an
assignment like that.
And now speaking of assignments, well, best I cut this short
and get at them.
Calendar for the week
Wednesday
Archery club
Monday
Archery club
Wednesday
Wakan

4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Bring

your

date

dcicious MEAL to

in

for

a

start off

From Socks on up we
have everything the
well-dressed man
needs

that gala evening.

Muir's
Haberdashery

Home
Restaurant
Give

DAD
an EVERSHARP
PEN
PENCIL
.

set

for
Keep your car in
tune

Fine Food
Excellent Service

Carnicom-Dotts

D&M
Restaurant

Hi-Speed Station

Dtp—it

/nenronee

All tho.e planning to attend are
a.ked to sign up at the Women'.
Building. Let*, have one hundred
percent attendance, what .ay?

Salads
and
Toasted

Bob Janis and Bob Conroy took
the high scoring honors for the
Falcons at Delaware with
10
points each.
Janis won the 100
and the 220 yard dashes while
Conroy was taking firsts in the
high and low hurdle events.
Qucntiu Hrelsford, the Bishop's
ace distance runner, copped first
places in the 880 yard run ami also
in the mile run.
His times for
these events were 2:05.7 and
4;23.2.
t
Bob Conroy repeated his win-

crossed the finish line far in the
lead, winning in 10:38.2.
He
showed plenty of endurance with a
fast sprint the last quarter lap of
the race.
Jim WhitUker tied the visitor's
ace pole vaulter, Deschamps, at
12 feet when rain halted the event
at that heighth.

Coached Several Sport.

Lawrence Tech

All kinds of

$3.50

101 S. Main St.

Jani.. Conroy Top Scorer.

and Nancy Wright; torches—Barb
Wolcott. Joann Banks, Pat Vnnnnrsdnle, Mary Zimmerman, Joyce
Kemps, and Jean Motter; entertainment— Marge Hamman, Jan
Percy, Marilyn Whitacre, Marge
Henry, Gloria Speers, and Carol
I.owman.

day even i n g,

Step out in a freshly
cleaned outfit.

Cut Price
Shoe Store

Delaware to break the previous
record there and then returned to
the local track against Detroit
with a throw of 135 feet to break
the record set two weeks ago by
Charlie
Maag.
Maag's
record
toss was a throw of 132 feet II
inches against Baldwin-Wallace.

Meet n, of all Softball to sm
m anage r. will b« hold today • t
4 00 in tho athletic office.

hr Dorothy Luodtke
Ask lo See
STYLE NO. 12S0
As Sketched

And a price you'll dream
on—

The Falcon tracksters added another win and suffered
their third setback of the season during the past week as Ohio
Wesleyan bowed 69 1/3 to 57 2/3 at Delaware last Tuesday,
May 21, and Detroit U. emerged the victor 68 to 54 on the local
track last Friday, May 24.
Don "Sid" Otten set two more field records as he tossed
the discus 143 feet 1 S inches at time in the two mile run' as he

games ATO No. 1 meets PiKA and
Sigma Nu plays ATO No. 2 at 6:16
p.m.
The American league is idle until
June 6. The Faculty team which
has not appeared for any games

Short
Sport
Snorts

Le.1
0
0
0
1

That sandal look — so
smart, so smooth, so trim,
so neat. In sturdy white
leather, on a flat, flat heel.
They'll wear staunchly no
matter how much trotting
you do.

Bob Janis And Bob Conroy Lead
Local Scorers As Team Improves

The intramural s o f t b a 11
season, originally scheduled
to close June 6, has been extended to Monday, June 10.
The play-off for the championship of the independent
leagues has been set for Wednesday, June 12.
In tonight's fraternity league

i

A close win over Heidelberg and a romp over Findlay
featured last week's baseball
activities on the local diamond. On Monday, May 20,
the Falcons had to squeeze
out their victory over Heidelberg 7 to B, while on the following afternoon the score against

1
1
2

FLAT HEEL
SANDAL

Bow To Visiting Detroit U.

Table Tennis Finals
To Be Held This Week

LErS GET TOGETHER

N. S. CROSBY
Jeweler
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Typing Rooms
Available By Fall
The Business Department has
announced that it plans to have
two typing rooms available for
typing: classes this fall Instead of
the one which is" used now. One
room will be used solely by beginning typists and will contain typewriters of one make, while the
other room will contain typewriters
of all standard makes. This will
not only accommodate more people who wish to take typing for
vocational and personal ule, but
also cut down on the need for
night work because of lack of
available typewriters during the
day.
Course 222 in the use of office
machines will be offered this fall
by the Business Department for
the first time. Though listed In
the catalog, it has not been given
previously because of lack of machines. A new electromatic typewriter has been ordered and plans
for more comptometers, calculators, posting machines, and billing
machines are being made.
The department plans to be
more specific in office practice.
All business majors are now required to work in offices on campus or offices downtown a minimum of 180 hours.

Mute Selected Chairman
Of State-Wide Campaign
The Ohio Business Teachcra' Association has appointed Paul F.
Muse, assistant professor of business education, as general chairman to map n campaign to secure
a state supervisor of business education, for both the high school and
college level. Seven other states
have state business supervisors
and the Ohio Association has been
trying for 1!' years to follow in
their stead.
Dr. K. G. Knepper, professor of
business education, and Professor
Muse have been asked to write a
chapter for the 1947 combined
yearbook of the Eastern Commercial Teachers Association and the
National Business Teachers Association. Dr. Kneppor's subject is
"Historical Development of the
Business Curriculum," and Prof.
Muse's is "Principles of Curriculum Construction in General Business Education."
All musician! who nre going to be
here Inn summer and are Interested in
malting good money see Bob Berry
Hul K
Sai and trump*! players are
urgently needed. All application! will
be appreciated
Leeli Maroon. Shae||er lifetime pen.
Reward Kalhie Price. 5761

CU*l|Mi
Fri.. Sat.
May 31, June 1
Matinee 1:45 Sat.
2 BIG HITS 2

"Abilene Town"
with Ann Dvorak, Randolph
Scott
also

Jinx Falkenburg, Joe Besser
Sun., Mon., Tut. Jaa* 2-3-4
Matinee 1:4S Sun.
Rita Hayworth, Glenn
Ford in

"Gilda"
Wed.. Thun.
June 5 6
Matinee 1:45 Thurs.
Opportunity Club Meets
Thursday
Ann Sothern, George
Murphy in

"Up Goes
Maisie"
rlrYRlC 7/rcutv

—

Washington Bound
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SCF Members Hold
Round Up Banquet

—

by Jane Carlton
SCF'era headed for the "LaRoncho" stnmpin' ground in the Rec
Hall last Sunday evening to climax the year's activities with a
Round Up Banquet. Rail fences,
cactus plants, cows, and cowboys
as scenery, and even the smell of
ham cookin' created the ranch
style atmosphere for the evening's
program.
As toastmaster, Gordon (slippin'
with his adlibbin') Ward, served
as an effective stimulus for digesting the big dinner.
After SCF
"proxy", Dick Harig, gave words
of welcome, Janice Smith led the
group in singing typical cov.-boy
songs.
"Wagon Wheels", „amcs
Stoncr's last "Thought for the
Week" this year, expressed appreciation to SCF'ers for their cooperation in making this year's work
Their four memben of lh« deb»t« turn w«re awarded a trip to a success, and the hope for an even
Washington in recognition of their work throughout the roar. Thoy
bigger and bettor program next
left last Sunday and will return to the campus tome time this weekend.
year.
They are, left to right, Ashel Bryan, Aurelia Christea, Mary Ann
Don Harig (prexy's big brother),
was the cause for gooscpimples
Koeppe, and Clarence Homan.
and sighing on the part of the feminine cowhands as he sang, "With''
out a Song"!
Other features on the program
were a reading by Betty Paxtnn
from "Barefoot Boy with Check."
a piano solo, "The' Theme and
Variations," bv Janice Geni*'*e;
The first Chi Sijrma Derby, which will become an annual tap dance by Marge.vt Gramley;
event, was held Saturday on the lawn beside the Nest. Bleach- and an amusing bit of operc by
ers were set up for spectators, an area of the lawn was roped Penny Cloos and Eva Marie Saint
latter changing her voice to
off for the contestants, and a refreshment booth was set up a(the
rich bass!)
for the hungry.
Among the group, SCF had as
Alpha Tau Omejja emerged victorious with the men's its guests. Dr. and Mrs. F. J. Prout.
trophy with a total score of 21
The group singin' n' swaying
points; Gamma I'hi Beta won in
with "Don't Fence Me In!", endthe women's division with a total
Among
The
Greeks
ed the evening festivities, and
of 1R points. Uunners-up in the
SCF's first year.
men's division were Sigma Alpha
by Wilma Stone
Chapel today will lie held at f>
Epsilon, second—IS, and indepenin the Auditorium, with JamM
dents, third--K; in the women's
Two frater- Stoncr speaking on "The Power
contests there was a two-way tie
nities nnd one
of God."
for second between Alpha Gntttma
The final supper discussion on
s o r o rity anDelta and Wis with nine points
"Youth Faces Its Problems" will
nounced the
each.
be heltl at the St.otier home Friday
e I e c t i o n of
Winners of individual events
night.
were men: Shin- Scramble—indctheir new ofClosing their year's activities,
pendents; Tug of War- SAE;
ficers for the
the fnterest Groups have planned
Pickle Rolling—SAE; Egg Throwcoming school
special programs, for the Anal
ing—ATO; Sack race—ATO;
year.
They
meetings. The Recreation group
Greaser! I'ig nice--independents.
are:
will have a hnyride this Friday
Winning women's groups were
Sigmfj Nu:
evening followed by a camplire
Shoe Scramble -Gamma Phi Beta;
Forrest DeVore, eminent com- and marshmallow roast.
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ATO's Present
Sadie Hawkins
Dance May 25
i he 'c.enth anrual Sadie Hawkins' coslume d'-nce sponsored by
the Alph-i Tau Omega fratern'ty,
was held Saturday, May 25 in the
Men's Gym.
Winners of the beard growing
contest were Larry Cramer, first;
Doug Myers, second; and Steve
Randolph, third. Doug Daughterman and Liz Roulet were selected
Bt hnvinT the mo^t original costumes. The best Dogpatch characters were Kim Griggs as Hair.lr»o and Cerrv Snyd:T as
Mammy Yokum. Selected as the
best hog callers were Edie Jones
and
Dick
Bauman.
Jeanette
Davis as Daisy Mae received a
pair of nylons.
Co-ch-iiiman for the dance were
Jack Webber an,I John Tabler.
Committee chairmen were: Bob
Bertsch, program; and Bill Samm,
decorations. Music was furnished
by Dusty Miles' orchestra of
Toledo.
Awards were donated by Roger
Brothers Drugs. Centre Drugs.
Kiger's Drugs, Purity Dairy Store,
Cla-zcl, l.eitmans, Lion Store, Kes.
scl's, Uhlman's, Monty's Beauty
Parlor, Ross Bakery. Randall Bakery, and the Hotel Barber Shop.
Chaperons were Dr. and Mrs.
Paul F. Lecdy, Dr. and Mrs W. L,.
Stie Ittnann and Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Kroisrrer. Dr. Gilbert Cooke acted as judge for the contests.
Results «f the Sadie Hawkins
elootiont were announced in an
Alpha Tau Omega assembly last
Wednesday opening Sadie Hawkin's Week activities, sponsored
each year by ATO.
The program was made up of
"black-outs" beginning with a
Garden of Etlen scene.
I.arry
Cramer played Adam; Jerry Martin. Eve; Larry Kuhl, Rupert the
Reptile; Ken Keagle, Dick Herring, and Dee Gardiner were
trees.
A skit followed showing
the origin -of the Sadie Hawkins
D-iy race with the following participating in the race: Skip Ward,
Dee Gurdiner, Max Hofmeistcr,
Jim Limbacher. Don Speck, Ralph
Kclhaugh, Bob Bertsch, Jack Wei*
her, Ned Freeman, Jim Vaffis
Roh Bollinger, Olin Fischer, Jack
McMeen, and Ed Palmer.
The identity of Daisy Mae and
l.i'l Abncr was revealed in a Dogpatch quiz program conducted by
Bill Zimmerman.

Southern Belle for 1946 will be
chosen at the dance. Judging wi'l
be on the basis of the girl who
most resembles a southern belle in
her dress and will take place during the grand march which will
precede intermi<sion. Judges ary
iviiss Jane Shoemaker, 'Hans K.
An lers, and Mrs. Elsie Lehmann.
The Southern Belles fo Tthe two
prececding years were Dottie
Biship, 1944. and Billy Jean Warren, 1945.
A program entitled, "Moon River," featuring the Alpha Chi trio,
will be presented during the intermission. Skip Ward will act as
narrator ond Marion Banning is
in charge of background music.
Dottie Raines is general chairman of the dance. Other committee heads include Leatha Hootman, decorations; Eloise Dibert,
refreshments; Mary Tomlinson,
orchestra; Lois St. Aubin, rhaperones; Betty Canfield, invitations;
ReJean Hahn, programs; Betty
Paxton, publicity; Mary Saxton,
intermission.
Chaperones for the dance arc
Dr. and Mrs. James Paul Kennedy,
Dr. and Mrs. March, and Mr. and
Mrs. Donahey.

Dean Wilder Entertains
Retiring WSGA Officers
Retiring officers of the WSGA
executive board will be dinner
guests of Miss Audrey Kenyon
Wilder in Detroit this evening and
will see Maurice Evans in "Hamlet."
Each year executive officers are guests of Dean Wilder
alter the in-coming board has taken office. Those who will attend
are Sue Gesling, Janet Hartsel,
Virginia Cryer, Gloria Stocker,
Jean Kuebler, and Ann Culler.
Although the WSGA has become
affiiliated with the American Women's Society, the present executive board system has been retained and will function in the
same manner as before.

Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Marjorie Scharer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred
Scharer of Toledo, to Dan Blnugh,
also of Toledo, on December 19, at
Maumce.
Mr. Blough is a student at the
University of Toledo and the couple
will establish their home in Toledo
at the end of the year.

TONI
Creme
Cold Wave
Complete home permanent Wave Kit
only $1.25 plus tax

Roger Bros.
Drugs

Selections From The

DESERT SONG
Music by Sigmund Romberg
Lyrics by Otto Harback and Oscar Hammerstein II
KITTY CARLISLE — WILBUR EVANS — FELIX KNIGHT
Jeffry Alexander Chorus
Orchestra directed by Isaac Van Grove
Decca Album No. DA-370
Complete on Five Ten-Inch Records
Price $4.48
Contents:
Act I
OPENING CHORUS AND RIFF SONG
Wilbur Evans with Male Chorus
FINALE: 1. French Military Marching Song
2. One Alone
Kitty Carlisle and Wilbur Evans with Chorus
Act I
DA-2332 FRENCH MILITARY MARCHING SONG
Kitty Carlisle and Male Chorus
Act I
Kitty Carlisle
THE SABRE SONG
Act I
DA-23333 ROMANCE
Kitty Carlisle
Act I
ONE ALONE
Wilbur Evans with Male Chorus
Act I
DA-23334 THEN YOU WILL KNOW
Kitty Carlisle and Wilbur Evans
DA-23331

Act I

'llf* LION Sio^e

"MELODY MAIDS"
Swimming

The third annual Alpha Chi Omega Cotton Ball will be
Saturday, June 1, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Men's Gym.
Jimmie Reemsnyder's orchestra will play. The dance is formal with tux optional. Women students will be granted two
o'clock permissions.
The theme of an old southern plantation will be carried
out in the decorations and the

ONE FLOWER IN YOUR GARDEN
Felix Knight with Male Chorus
DA-23335 THE DESERT SONG
Kitty Carlisle and Wilbur Evans
FINALE OF ACT I
Kitty Carlisle, Wilbur Evans, Felix Knight

featuring
B. G. S. U.'s OWN
Dancing

Alpha Chi Cotton Ball Will Be
This Saturday In Men's Gym

Boating

APPLIANCE SHOP
145 North Main Street

Phone 8471

